
Foundation Stage  

Flyer 

 

 

“Everyone succeeds at Amble Links.” 

Personal Social Development 
We always try to  remember the 6R’s and which ones we 

can demonstrate in school.  We are concentrating on being 

‘resilient ‘this term making sure we don’t give up with our 

work. Always trying our best with everything we do.  

We need to be resilient and responsible when completing 

our daily challenges. 

Physical Development 
Our PE lessons will take place outside  as often as we can so we need our sandshoes We shall be outside lots if 

it is sunny please make sure the children have hats and sun-cream thank you.  We hope to build dens using 

willow and cloths. 

We are learning about what it is to be healthy and keeping ourselves fit tasting lots of healthy food….yum yum!! 

Understanding the World 
Our garden still needs lots of work so we shall be weeding 

and watching the fruit and vegetables 

grow. 

We will be finding out about our world 

starting with where we are and moving 

to discover about where we will go on 

holiday and what we will see. 

Expressive Arts and Design 
 We are using lots of different mediums to 

make pictures and collages. We have  

rearranged our  creative area so we can 

design and make  many more things.  

 

We will be having a travel agents role play so 

we can discover all about holidays and where 

we go. 

Mathematics 
In  Maths this half term we will be  

learning about time and what a clock face looks like .  

We shall discover what we can do in 1 

minute and using timers to complete 

task around school. 

  We will be adding and subtracting up 

to 20 and recording our calculations. 

Reading and Writing 
We are using different forms of writing , lists 

instructions, and non-fiction. We will try to 

write in all areas of the unit.  

We are using stories to help us write longer 

pieces of work using descriptive words and 

‘wow’ words 

 

Communication, language and  

understanding 
Talking to our friends, asking them questions 

about what they are doing is an important 

part of learning , so we shall continue to work 

with partners, talking to them and sharing our 

thoughts with the class 

Helping at home 
Read and discuss lots of stories, always write letters and numbers carefully  remember finger spaces  

and full stops and hold  pencils correctly. Don’t forget to check the homework and be our next home-

work hero! 

Websites to help us:- www.phonicsplay (phase 2 or 3 activities) 

Www.Topmarks /foundation  literacy or numeracy :(lots of games to play) 

Don’t forget Purple Mash and Curriculum visions  - use your log ins and passwords 

Summer 2 


